The Material World
with Trevor Phillips 

Trevor Phillips: Hello,no one knows for certain how we evolved but here's one learned authority on the transition from ape to man. 
("I wanna be like you" plays from "Jungle Book") 
That was then,this equally could be our future 
(Laurie Anderson's "Superman" plays) 
The evolution of the human species from something akin to the chimpanzee to a proto-superbeing has been a puzzle for over a century,since Charles Darwin [Ref: Green File: Edge1.wri;InoutmE1] first posited his theory of natural selection.Darwin's work has been responsible both for fundamental insights into the way we live,applied to economic,social and even psychological disciplines,and for monstrous perversions,so-called scientific racism for example [Ref Video:Human,All too Human]. 
Now two followers of Darwin's disciplines are suggesting that the great man may not have got it all right,and that his 19th century scientific tools let him down.The upshot that scientists could have to rethink their attitudes to our animal cousins.But before that let's speed up evolution. 
(Dr Who theme plays) 
[Section on smart tools omitted] 
Now the news that researchers in the US have reared a chimpanzee that can hold a conversation using a computer has sent a shudder through the ranks of many who do exactly that for a living. Receptionists,call-centre operatives and journalists for example.But our ideas of a neat evolutionary ladder with ourselves at the top could well be upset by new work on embryos being conducted here in London.It's always been assumed after Darwin,that embryos of most species start out pretty much alike,and that it's only at advanced stages of pregnancy that differences between species start to emerge. 
The traditional view of evolution states that as we all come from the same evolutionary root,our development as embryos therefore embodies our 100 million year journey compressed in time.But it now seems that may not be so.Some Biologists are beginning to think that evolutionary forces come into play much, much earlier in an embryos development.This insight could offer a new perspective on evolution,one that escaped Darwin himself.I'm joined by Michael Richardson,senior lecturer in anatomy and developmental biology at St George's Hospital Medical School in London and Michael Coates from the Department of Biology,at University College,London. 
Mike Richardson can you first explain the place that Darwin ascribed to the embryo in his scheme of things? 

Mike Richardson : Darwin had a mechanism for evolutionary change which he called natural selection,I think everyone's heard of that,which is really the picking out of favourable characters in offspring and passing them on to subsequent generations.Now the key point here is that he thought natural selection mainly changes the late stages of development,say around the time we're born or shortly afterwards,and he thought that the embryo,earlier in development,is left practically unaltered down the generations,and so he had this concept that embryos in different species are very similar because they haven't been changed by natural selection. 

Trevor Phillips: And it all more or less goes back to a common root? 

Mike Richardson : Exactly,I mean that was important evidence for his idea that we all share common ancestry,because if the embryos look the same,then presumably we have common ancestry.We all agree with that now,I think where we're changing our ideas,is in saying that "hang on a minute,natural selection doesn't just act late,it may actually change the embryos themselves",and these changes are probably pretty small,very difficult to detect,so indeed,when you compare embryos,say of a human and a fish,there are many,many common features,but that shouldn't confuse us into thinking that natural selection is having no effect,at that stage. 
[The process of natural selection as I see it requires an environment with multiple competing creatures who either die or reproduce.A single embryo cannot have characteristics naturally selected if it is the only organism in the environment and there is no competition or death or progenation.The only way I can see it happening is in the cells of the embryo -LB] 
It may actually turn out that natural selection has very important effects on embryos and that's one of the reasons why say an adult fish and an adult human look different. 
[My understanding is that it is the genes in the chromosomes that depict body morphology,and it is these genes that survive or die in the environment that may or may not get passed to the next generation that decides what genes are available for the next generations morphology.I do not see how genes can be selected at the time of growth of the embryo,or how some elements are competing with each other in order to survive -LB] 
Because the differences between them may already have been mapped out inside the embryo,although they are difficult to see. 

Trevor Phillips: So crudely put,whereas I think most people have this idea from Darwin that,you know,all embryos of all kinds of creatures start out more or less them same,bundle of cells and all of that,and that actually,we humans go through as embryos a kind of an amoeba stage,and a fish stage and then we eventually become mammals all in a nine month period.What you're saying is,we actually start out as something quite different to say a fish embryo? 

Mike Richardson : I think that we're similar in the sense that we start out as a ball of cells,there's no question about that,but when you start getting the organs laid out,for example the fins or the eyes,it's around that stage in a human that's around the 4th week of pregnancy,when the body parts are being laid out,that's when I think natural selection is starting to have a big effect. 

Trevor Phillips: Right,so how would you be able to tell these differences,I mean if they look more or less the same,how can you tell that there are differences? 

Mike Richardson : One big difference is in the time at which different organs develop.So for example in possums,which are a kind of marsupial,the arms develop very early compared say to a human. 

[ It makes more sense to see timing differences as reflective of the heritage of the natural selection that has already happened to that species.This would make the points at which changes in morphology take place be peculiar to that species in order to make it look like that species.The computer mathematical algorithms of branching and affine transformations (used to create realistic fern and plant pictures) show how this process takes place,and that the timing may be a consequence of the branching rules that are in place.There then is no need for any natural selection to take place at the level of the embryo.I still don't see what is meant by natural selection at this level -LB] 
So there's a timing difference there,that's very important.Other differences you will see in the way genes work,in the embryo.So you'll see differences in the time and the place that genes work in the embryo,and again these are very subtle differences.It takes very expensive,complicated techniques to find these genetic differences,but scientists in Britain and America and elsewhere are beginning to find subtle differences in the genes between embryos,which may account for adult differences. 

Trevor Phillips: From your point of view,why does all of this matter? I mean it may be of literally academic interest I suppose. 

Mike Richardson : It mat...no,it matters because it's interesting scientifically.Everyone's interested in evolution,many people are interested in how they developed as an embryo,I mean you only have to talk to parents who've looked at an ultrasound scan to know that people are fascinated by embryonic development,that's one issue.But there are other issues,for example,if you go tot your local bookshop, and look at pregnancy guides,many of them will tell you that the human embryo is essentially like a tadpole or it's like a fish or it looks like a seahorse,I've seen all of these phrases in pregnancy guides,and I think we want to get rather better scientific evidence about these similarities and differences. 

Trevor Phillips: Okay,Mike Coates,Mike Richardson's work is you know a few weeks to nine months,I mean that's the span of his interest.Your a palaeontologist,and your interested in developments over a million years,or millions of years,why are you interested in this work? 

Mike Coates : I'm interested in this work because I want to understand how the evolutionary diversity of animals and plants that we see today reflects changes in development through time,because ultimately evolution,or can't emerge from anything other than the divergence and specialisation of development through time.There are going to be generalisations,general features that we share,but we have to recognise that each of those embryos itself sits on the end of a twig of the evolutionary tree,and only within the context of an evolutionary tree can we begin to understand the pattern of the development,or rather the evolution of development in different species. 

Trevor Phillips: So are we talking here about using the sort of information that one might get from understanding the similarities and dissimilarities the embryos of different kinds of animals say,would that help us reclassify in some way the fossil record? 

Mike Coates : Yes and no.Mostly,nowadays we'll build an evolutionary tree using data obtained from molecules,genetic similarity and fossils,all of these different kinds of information complement on another for building evolutionary trees,and those are fundamental for understanding the diversity of life we find now,and understanding past diversity of life,how those patterns have changed through time. 

Trevor Phillips: Something that....one of Michael Richardson's pieces of work would show you where embryos of different species have some common characteristics,and where they're different.Now why would this help you in particular? Can you give me an example of how this might help you understand better I don't know the place of the shark or whatever? 

Mike Coates : This would certainly help me understand say a question of say how primitive are modern sharks.They're often regarded as some kind of well,say use a contentious phrase like "living fossil",the question is,how are we going to quantify or qualify how primitive living sharks are? We've got.... 

Trevor Phillips: That is to say how little they changed over..... 

Mike Coates : How little they changed over..... 

Trevor Phillips: ...zillions of years. 

Mike Coates : ....or how much they've changed over zillions of years,and what those changes reflect. I'm interested to know what they reflect in changes in development.Development is all part of the story.So it's both,you know,reconstructing the history......the evolution of sharks,but it's also a real help because these kinds of data when put in the kind of context I'm interested in,help us to look at fish embryos and frog embryos etc and being able to look at those and identify those features of them which yeah sure...those are things we hold in common with our own embryonic development,but we can also identify those parts that are unique and special to those different kinds of organisms,going back to the point of saying "they're on the very ends of the twigs.They're all alive today,they've all been evolving for an enormous amount of time since they last had a common ancestor with our own species". 

Trevor Phillips: So this work will actually help us in a way to fill in the gap between that original root and what you call now "the tips of the species" that is to say the flora and fauna we see around us? 

Mike Coates : Yes absolutely yeah. 

Trevor Phillips: This idea is now being called,"evo-devo",what are the implications,besides the sort of experimental implications you talked about Mike Richardson,what are the implications of this sort of common working now? 

Mike Richardson :Well I'd like to go back to a point you raised Trevor,which is this idea of the human embryo climbing through its ancestors as it develops,so you know people think that the human embryo's an amoeba,and then it becomes a fish,and so on,that's very old hat,and it's now thought to be almost entirely false,but if you saw the BBC TV series "The Human Body" [Ref: Green File: Winston.wri],they showed film of human embryos developing and then they cut straight to film of fish swimming in an aquarium,and I said....I was a scientific advisor on that programme,and I said "look don't do this because you're giving the public the impression that the human embryo is an ancestral relic".So this old idea of the ancestral nature of development is still very strong and it's going to take a lot of overturning I think,to get the idea through that there's a much more scientific approach that we can use to study similarities. 

Trevor Phillips: Mike Coates,from your point of view,one of the things that seems possible is that we may find that there are species who are as you put it "on the tips of different evolutionary branches" who are in some senses closer than we thought they might be,is that right? 
[Wouldn't it be wonderfully confusing for creationists if we were embryonically closer to a squid but genetically closer to monkeys,they wouldn't know what to think! -LB] 

Mike Coates : Yeah we might find evidence that things are closer than there might be,mind you if we find similarities,we might also be looking at examples of "evolutionary convergence" [Like the Tasmanian wolf,which was a marsupial but looks like it is related to a dog -LB] where you may well be able to look for emergent patterns that we hadn't expected from this.This might be for example,an easy example to think of would be long -bodied animals,who have probably evolved independently several different times,I mean eels have not got the direct long-bodied ancestors as snakes [Ref: Green File: Edge1.wri].But I expect to find,or expect Mike,Mike Richardson to find that they have similar kind of strategies at the embryonic level of how they've achieved a long body. 

Trevor Phillips: So let me be absolutely clear,what you'd be saying is,let's take the crocodile and the snake,where in a sense you might imagine because they're both long-bodied and they crawl along the ground,you might imagine they'd be the same only one lot got legs and the other lot didn't.But what you're saying is that might actually have nothing really evolutionarily to do with each other,but the development of the embryo over millions of years will show you something about why they've each developed in that way,even though they don't come from the same root? 
[Thanks Trevor now I understand -LB] 

Mike Richardson : Yes there may be just one or two ways of making a long body,and this is a good test [You mean an experimental test Mike? Something that Glen claimed couldn't be done in Edeg1.wri? -LB] for Darwin's idea that embryos don't evolve,because in fact if you look at a snake embryo,it too has a long body,and it has lots of vertebral segments,so in other words even at early stages,it's beginning to show those specialised characters that adult snake has.So there is a good test of Darwin's idea,and it does show that Darwin,at least in that context,got it wrong. 
[If it is a theory,he never really claimed to have been right -LB] 

Trevor Phillips: I mean essentially it's a problem...his problem was that he just didn't have the tools for the job? 

Mike Richardson : Exactly,he didn't have the right data,essentially.But now we have that data.We have mountains of evidence about how embryos develop.In fact there's so much evidence about embryonic development in different species that it's never been analysed.You really need computers to do it,and that's Mike's,one of Mike's areas of expertise is to use computer techniques to work out the relationships between species and we hope to do that with embryo data. 

Mike Coates : This will be the first time for taking the sheer diversity of data that's available to us, much of which,I mean I think this is also a point worth emphasising that it comes from old archives, there are these big collections that have been kind of neglected.Thank goodness they've been cherished in certain obscure corners of Europe that we can go back to and utilise this old data from natural history collections. 

Trevor Phillips: This would be what,data about embryos presumably? 

Mike Coates : Yeah data about embryos,I mean I should pass to Mike over there. 

Mike Richardson : Well it's an interesting story because a 100 years ago comparative embryology was very trendy and some European Biologists sent hunting parties out all over the world into the Rainforests,into the Outback,into the European Woodlands and they collected,well let's be honest they killed thousands of animals,cut them open,took the embryos out,sent them back to Europe.You couldn't do that now,it would be unethical,no one would want to do it.Many of those species are endangered,but the embryos are there sitting in Holland in their pickle jars,so let's use them. 

Trevor Phillips: Let's say that your hypothesis proves to be right,that is to say that Darwin's scheme wasn't...was flawed essentially,and that in fact embryos are differentiated virtually from you know very early in their lives,what broader implication might this have? 

Mike Richardson : I think the relationship between evolution and development is what some people have called "one of the holy grails of Biology",and there are other ones, for example understanding how the brain works is a holy grail of Biology,it just means that people are terribly interested in sorting out the science in these areas.Our work is one small part of that effort,but I think the that whole field is a very,very important one and it's expanding very rapidly. 

Trevor Phillips: Mike Coates,to what extent do you think this sort of opens up a new scientific area of study or possibility either for biologists or Palaeontologists? 

Mike Coates : Well I think what's been happening over the past decade,in particular is that with new molecular tools and able to understand what genes are doing in organisms,there's been a...there's a huge mountain of data that's building up relating to different kinds of model species,and increasingly looking at more diverse species,things beyond chicks and zebra fish and for that matter fruit flies. 

Trevor Phillips: Mike Coates and Mike Richardson thank you very much indeed.Anyone for tennis? The International Tennis Federation recently decided that they'd try to slow down the 130mph services of the top tennis players.But how to do it without handcuffing the players? So they've called in the scientists to have a go at the rackets and the balls.Or if you fancy putting on your shades,hitting the beach,hanging 10 and hot-dogging,we'll tell you what makes the ideal surf board.Join me in the search for the perfect wave here on the Material World next Thursday. 



